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1.0

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

a)
1.1

The Inspector’s comments on the submitted local plan
It is noted that the Inspector has not requested this work to be undertaken in order to support
the soundness of the plan.

1.2

The purpose of this report and its relationship with the Green Belt, and the Landscape
Sensitivity Assessments also undertaken by LUC is unclear.

1.3

It is noted that paragraph 1.1 of the Landscape Sensitivity Assessment states that it is
discrete from the LUC Green Belt, Green Corridor and Settlement Gap studies.

1.4

In the Inspector’s note of December 2017 he requested further work on the issue of Green
Belt boundaries in light of the plan’s proposed under provision of housing against the OAN
and the fact that:
“phase 1 Green Belt Review was at such a strategic level as to render its findings on the
extent of the potential harm to the purposes of the Green Belt, caused by development within
the large parcels considered as a whole, debatable when applied to smaller individual
potential development sites adjacent to the urban areas. It goes without saying that a finer
grained approach would better reveal the variations in how land performs against the
purposes of the Green Belt. Such an approach is also more likely to reveal opportunities as
well as localised constraints, both of which might reasonably be considered further.”

1.5

The Inspector’s note goes onto state:
“Additionally, the phase 2 Green Belt Review, which did look at a finer grain of sites, does
not appear to have examined all of the potential development sites adjacent to the urban
areas. Furthermore that study, which combined a more refined examination, of the
contribution that sites made to Green Belt purposes, with an overall examination of
development considerations, appears to have incorporated an examination of landscape
character into the consideration of openness. Openness considerations in a Green Belt
context should only be concerned about the absence of built development and other
dominant urban influences. They should not be concerned about the character of the
landscape.”

1.6

Later in his letter of the 18th November 29018 the Inspector makes the following comments:
a. A number of objections made with regard to the Green Belt Study still need to be
addressed
b. Not all land currently within the green belt fulfils the green belt purposes to the same
extend therefore:
i. Should sites whose contribution to GB purposes is low be released first for
development
ii. the need for GB boundaries to endure beyond the plan period
c. The protection of the settlement hierarchy is not a purpose of the green belt

1.7

It is in relation to this last point that the Inspector raises the potential for the use of Green
Breaks or wedges as a potential policy tool in protecting the settlement pattern.
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b)
1.8

The purpose of the Green Gap Assessment
It is unclear how this report should be used to influence Site Selection and what may be
considered a reasonable alternative in terms of the Sustainability Appraisal of the Plan (SA).

1.9

At no point does the report address the issue of whether development with appropriate
mitigation be accommodated in these “gaps” or whether the function of the identified gaps
can actually be improved though mitigation.

1.10

The report does not consider mitigation at all.

1.11

The report provides no indication as to the value of the gap that is being identified or how
this might be weighed against other considerations such as meeting housing need in
sustainable locations.

1.12

The report appears to suggest that all identified gaps and indeed all parts of these identified
gaps should be included in a “green gap” as there is no indication as to the potential impact
that residential development might have within these areas.

1.13

It is noted that paragraph 1.3 confirms that the small gaps can be effective in maintaining
separation and large gaps might be less effective. The report does not however provide any
clear indication of the effectiveness of existing gaps nor as to how their effectiveness might
be impacted by development within them.

1.14

Balance should be given to the various reports. Furthermore, it is of concern that LUC’s
previous conclusions in these earlier reports are not brought through into this assessment.

1.15

Paragraph 1.2 conflates the purposes of the green belt and pre-conceived assessments
regarding the sensitivity of landscapes.

1.16

It is very important to note that this report is not the final stage in the site selection process
and that merely:
“information provides useful context for more detailed assessment of specific site options
and Section 3 of this report includes a diagram that indicates how the assessment can be
used when appraising a specific site. It is a strategic level study undertaken at a scale of
1:25,000; more detailed Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) will be required
on a site by site basis in relation to the development of any specific site and to inform master
planning.”

1.17

Paragraph 1.5 makes it clear that before site selection takes place a further level of work is
required as it states:
“The study concentrates on understanding the sensitivities to residential development and
does not address potential landscape capacity in terms of quantity of built development,
which is a further stage of assessment that is dependent on a much wider range of
considerations other than landscape and visual effects and consideration of cumulative
development, landscape objectives and thresholds of acceptable change.”

1.18

The limitation of the assessment is revealed when consideration is given to the extent it can
be utilised to assist in the selection of sites.

2.0

THE JUSTIFICATION FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF GREEN GAP POLICY AND
DESIGNATION IN THE SUBMITTED LOCAL PLAN

2.1

At this stage of the examination it is relevant to note that the Assessment does not put forward
any detailed justification as to why a Green Gap Policy and designation should be included.

2.2

The justification relied upon in the Assessment is essentially that contained in the Local Plan
which is based upon the objective of “protecting the existing settlement pattern”.
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a)
2.3

The value of the settlement pattern
Despite the council committing so much time and resources to the identification of Green
Gaps there is a lack of evidence as to why the existing settlement pattern actually needs to
be protected by virtue of an explicit policy.

2.4

The justification provided by this Assessment is simply a restating of statements in the
submitted Local Plan. These are as follows:
a. The settlement pattern is unique as it consists of medium sized towns and villages
sited along the main transport routes out of the capital city with limited space between
them (LP Paragraph 4.2 and this Appraisal paragraph 1.5).
This is not a unique pattern of urbanisation but actually describes a considerable
number of similar LPA’s within the Eastern and South-eastern region who either share
a boundary with London or are close to London.
b. The strategic objective of maintaining the settlement pattern (LP Paragraph 3.2 and
this Appraisal paragraph 1.5).
This is a statement of intent and provides no justification as to why the present pattern
should be maintained, it is neither demonstrated to be the most sustainable pattern of
development or the most effective in terms of the directing locations for new
development.
c. The fact that Green Belt policy does not provide for the protection of local gaps is not
in itself a justification for the introduction of such a policy (this Appraisal paragraph
1.5).
On the contrary as there is no support for local gap policy in the Framework the
introduction of such a policy will require specific local evidence that such a policy is
sound.

2.5

It is noted that the Assessment highlights other policies in plans adopted by a range of
authorities (a fact that in itself demonstrates that the issues and policy solution are not
“unique” as claimed) however the existence of such policies elsewhere is not a justification
for their inclusion in this Plan.

b)

Is the introduction of a Green Gap policy justified and in accordance with the 2012
Framework?
The 2012 NPPF requires certain approaches to the drafting and adoption of local plans.

2.6
2.7

Paragraph 151 requires that local plans must be prepared with the objective of contributing
to the achievement of sustainable development. It is unclear how a potential “Green Gap”
policy can be justified if it excludes development on the edge of sustainable settlements and
diverts this demand to more remote “standalone new settlements” or out of the area
altogether.

2.8

Paragraph 158 requires LPAs to ensure that a local plan is based on adequate, up-to-date
and relevant evidence about the economic, social and environmental characteristics and
prospects of the area. There is no supporting evidence that the introduction of a “Green Gap”
policy would provide positive economic, social and environmental benefits. There is no
evidence that the existing settlement pattern is the most sustainable and is therefore worthy
of protection.

2.9

Paragraphs 165 to 167 require the preparation of a Sustainability Appraisal which should be
an integral part of the plan preparation process and should consider all the likely significant
effects on the environment, economic and social factors. This should have included an
assessment of the sustainability of the existing settlement pattern as well as the impact of
8
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any “Green Gap” policy. It is highlighted that this process should be started early in the planmaking process. The introduction of such policies with potentially wide ranging impacts
should not be brought forward at this stage in the plan-making process, or if it is then the SA
will need to be recast and reasonable alternatives to the Green Gap policy and designation
will need to be considered.
2.10

Lastly paragraph 182 requires plans to be sound, which includes being justified i.e.
“Justified – the plan should be the most appropriate strategy, when considered against the
reasonable alternatives, based on proportionate evidence;”

2.11

While the Assessment provides guidance as to which general areas of land that the Council
might consider applying “Green Gap” policy, the assessment does not provide a justification
of why such a policy is required or what in the terms of the 2012 Framework such a policy
will deliver across the three strands of sustainability.

2.12

At present the evidence to justify the identification and protection of Green Gaps within the
submitted Local Plan is almost entirely lacking and as such the inclusion of any such new
policy will be unsound. If the introduction of this new policy designation is utilised to defend
not meeting the OAN then this would also render the policy and, in our opinion, the Local
Plan unsound.

c)
2.13

Is the introduction of a Green Gap policy a matter for the Duty to Cooperate?
It is clear from the maps which highlight the areas being considered in the context of the
Appraisal that of the 16 gaps being assessed in Appendix 1, only 6 were wholly within the
area covered by the Local Plan. The remaining 10 areas, including the areas in which our
clients’ interests are sited, would in our opinion require the cooperation of neighbouring
authorities:
a. Area between Woolmer Green and Knebworth (North Hertfordshire)
b. Area between Welwyn/ Oaklands and Codicote (North Hertfordshire)

2.14

In the case of the Area between Welwyn/ Oaklands and Codicote (North Hertfordshire) the
large expanse of open countryside that defines the separation between Welwyn and
Codicote is almost entirely within North Hertfordshire.

2.15

There is no evidence of cooperation between Welwyn Hatfield and North Hertfordshire
Councils with regard to how this larger area might be protected, as it relates to the area to
the west of Codicote Road (B636) and north of the residential development along Kimpton
Road and Oakhill Drive. This is the area identified in the description in the section on page
46 titled “Gap Size, Character and Strength” and the vulnerability of this areas is described
as being eroded by further scattered development, such as has already taken place, and
identified as the ribbon development along Codicote Road.

2.16

Without a policy to control the risk of “scattered development” along Codicote Road in North
Hertfordshire, any proposed gap policy in this location will be ineffective in terms of the
evidence presented in this Assessment.

2.17

The evidence of the Assessment is that without the clear buy-in from North Hertfordshire to
instigate a Green Gap policy then any unilateral policy will be unsound as it will be ineffective
in the context of paragraph 183 of the 2012 Framework.

2.18

This is just one example of where the Assessment has identified that there is a need for cross
boundary cooperation in order to secure a 2012 Framework compliant policy. The
Assessment identifies that there is a need for cross boundary cooperation and hence new
Duty to Cooperate statements with the adjoining LPAs. It may be noted that North
Hertfordshire are at an advanced stage with preparing their Local Plan and are now seeking
9
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to address recommendations made to them but this requires a reopening of the Examination
in Public.
2.19

The need to revisit the DtC statement raises a point of legal compliance in that this should
have taken place prior to the Plan being submitted to the SoS. This underlies our original
position that the Plan was unsound – in various respects - at the time submission.

3.0

COMMENTARY ON METHODOLOGY AND GENERAL FINDINGS

3.1

In respect of Recording Gap Size, Character and Strength, paragraph 2.10 states that the
Assessment considered each gap in terms of:
a. The size of the area between settlements and whether the current physical separation
is sufficient at present to prevent coalescence;
b. The character of the gap including its landscape elements, topography, and whether
the two settlements retain separate identities;
c. Whether the visual separation is sufficient to maintain the perception of leaving one
settlement and travelling to another of different character (on footpaths or roads).

3.2

Our review of the results is that the important element of any gap is that which is experienced
on the ground when one travels between the settlements and that this has either not been
undertaken or, if it has, it has been unreported and given too little weight in determining the
extent of any potential gaps.

3.3

The second issue is that the defined gaps include sites that are simply not required in any
objective assessment to prevent coalescence and allow suitable separation between
settlements. In short once the general extent of the gap has been identified there is no
assessment of the parcels that fall within the gap. As such the identified gaps include sites
that actually have built development between them and the settlements for which they are
supposedly providing a “gap” function.

3.4

Thirdly, while the methodology (Paragraph 2.12) states that it reviews the Landscape
Sensitivity it does not, it simply takes the results from that assessment and incorporates them
uncritically. This results in some serious shortcomings.

3.5

There is considerable reliance in the Assessment on the scoring of the landscape character
areas in the separate Landscape Assessment. This is a serious shortcoming with the
methodology for the Green Gap Assessment as the failings of the Landscape Assessment
have contaminated the Green Gap Assessment and its conclusions.

3.6

In particular the “Green Gaps” being considered have different boundaries to those areas
being considered as part of Landscape Assessment. In our response to the Landscape
Assessment we have highlighted that the Landscape Assessment has not correctly defined
the appropriate areas in that areas that do not share the same characteristics as others have
been grouped together and assessed as a whole. The implications of this are twofold:
a. The impact of developing just a small part of the area assessed by the Landscape
Assessment will be different to that of developing the whole of the area: the
Assessment itself states the actual impact will be dependent upon the mitigation that
can be achieved.
b. Where a Green Gap only includes part of the wider landscape area that has been
assessed it cannot be assumed (as the Green Gap Assessment does) that the
landscape impact of the development of this element of the Landscape Area will have
the impact attributed to the wider area in which it is located as it will likely:
i. have different landscape characteristics than the wider area (such as WEL1
and WGr3);
10
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ii. have a different impact when assessed individually as a development site
which the Landscape Assessment states is a requirement in considering the
impact of actual sites rather than the larger area.
3.7

It is recognised in the Landscape Assessment that these criticisms maybe overcome by
additional work that it highlights as being required as part of the site selection process. The
Green Gap Assessment makes no allowance for the outcome of this additional work which
appears to be a logical steppingstone on the way to identifying potential sites. As such the
fact that Green Gap Assessment does not acknowledge the importance of the individual
assessment of reasonable alternatives but instead takes a generalised approach in applying
Landscape Sensitivity results in the conclusion of the Assessment is unsound as it is not
based on a proportionate evidence base as required by the 2012 Framework paragraph 158.

3.8

In light of these shortcomings the fact that a prospective site falls within one of the identified
“Green Gaps” cannot rule it out from being a reasonable alternative in terms of the Site
Selection process or the SA.

3.9

It is pertinent to note that the Assessment of Green Gaps on first reading appears to find that
virtually all sites immediately adjacent to the larger settlement boundaries are worthy of
inclusion as green gaps and there is no differentiation between these gaps or indeed between
individual sites on the edge of settlements. This does not correspond to what we consider is
any reasonable assessment of edge of urban sites within the district. The resulting blanket
restriction on all peripheral locations appears to neatly support the Council’s chosen strategy
and the LUC’s original (and we consider deficient) Green Belt Assessment. This is perhaps
unsurprising given that it is based on the same methodology of assessment of large scale
areas with no acknowledgement of granulation within these areas and undertaken by largely
the same team (in effect marking their own work).

3.10

To a large extent therefore this assessment does not assist in the assessment of reasonable
alternatives as it does not seek to assess the landscape sensitivity of these alternative sites
but simply the sensitively of larger areas which may or may not share the same
characteristics. On its own therefore this work takes the Sustainability Appraisal and Site
Selection process no further on.
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4.0

COMMENTARY ON FINDINGS RELATING TO AREA BETWEEN WELWYN, OAKLANDS
AND CODICOTE (NORTH HERTFORDSHIRE) IN RESPECT OF WEL1, WEL2 AND
WEL15 – COLLECTIVELY LAND AT FULLING MILL LANE, WELWYN

4.1

This section uses the example of the assessment of the Green Gap between Welwyn,
Oaklands and Codicote in North Hertfordshire in order to demonstrate the serious
shortcomings identified in general above.

a)
4.2

Representative Photos
These two photos relate to views of the gap between Welwyn and Oaklands. There are no
representative photos of the gap between Welwyn and Codicote.

4.3

Over the next few pages there are representative photos of the area between Welwyn and
Codicote together with an appropriate commentary.

4.4

It is important to note that the view northwards from Kimpton Road (Figure 1) is of the large
area of open countryside north of the substantial residential development of Oakhill Drive
and Codicote and this area is all within North Hertfordshire District.

4.5

The second photograph looking southwards shows that when traveling southwards along
Kimpton Road from Codicote towards Welwyn there is a clear visual indication of one leaving
the open countryside and entering a residential area with a clear view of the first property,
domestic hedgerows and the roofs of the properties along Oakhill Drive all clearly visible.
From this point the experience of travelling along Fulling Mill Lane is one where there are
urban influences from the Oakhill Drive properties and other urban land uses.
Figure 1.

Views north from Kimpton Road towards Codicote
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Figure 2.

View South along Kimpton Road of residential properties

4.6

The two photos along Codicote Road are north of 32 Codicote Road (Figure 3) which is of
the Mimram Valley. When travelling north towards Codicote one passes 32 Codicote Road
and the view becomes one of the Mimram Valley which provides a clear visual gap between
the edge of Welwyn and the linear development east of Codicote Road (Figure 5).

4.7

Figure 4 shows the view south of Danesbury Park Road and this reaffirms that this area of
the Mimram Valley provides a similar visual break when traveling south from Codicote toward
Welwyn.
Figure 3.

View north of 32 Codicote Road
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Figure 4.

4.8

View south of Danesbury Park Road

The views north along Codicote Road; once the impact of the linear development on the east
is apparent the rising land to the west still provides a substantial visual gap to Codicote to
the north west, as illustrated in Figure 5.
Figure 5.

Views north along Codicote Road

4.9

It is relevant to note that besides Codicote Road and Kimpton Road there are no public rights
of way that go directly between Welwyn and Codicote, so these are the only two routes by
which the public experience this gap.

4.10

There are public rights of way within the Mimram Valley (in the area between Photographs 3
and 4) which adds weight to the importance of this area in terms or protecting the sense of
14
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openness.
b)
4.11

Gap Size, Character and Strength
The 1.4km distance quoted is in relation to the southernmost property on Codicote Road in
Codicote to northern most property in Welwyn on Codicote Road. This emphasises the
importance of this main route between the two settlements.

4.12

The distance between the southernmost property on The Riddy in Codicote and the Wilga
Road in Welwyn is about 1.8km, although this ignores the fact that there is a large residential
development of Oakhill Drive some 1.2km south of Codicote which is within Codicote Parish
but in distance and functionally is much more closely related to Welwyn.

4.13

While the methodology requires an assessment of the strength of the Gap on 3 grounds this
is not undertaken by the Assessment. In order to fulfil this omission, we have undertaken this
assessment as follows:
a. The size of the area between settlements and whether the current physical separation
is sufficient at present to prevent coalescence;
i. It is considered that the area between Oakhill Drive and Codicote, between
Codicote Road to the east and Kimpton Road to the west plus the Mimram
Valley between Reynards Road and Welwyn amounts to approximately 70
hectares and provide a separation of some 1.2 km between built form. It
provides ample physical separation between Codicote and Welwyn.
b. The character of the gap, including its landscape elements, topography, and whether
the two settlements retain separate identities;
i. The rising landform of the area north of Oakhill Drive and Codicote provides
a very strong sense of separation when traveling the 2.4 km along the Kimpton
Road - St Albans Road route between the settlements.
ii. The existing tree cover and extensive hedges along Codicote Road between
the ribbon development north of Welwyn and Reynards Road create a sense
of separation between these elements of built form so that there is no intervisibility between these built elements. Although the distance is shorter at
about 0.5 km it is still able to perform the function of signalling a separation
between these two areas of built form.
iii. The remaining part of Codicote Road north of Reynards Road has the
character of open countryside to the west which clearly functions as a gap to
Codicote to the north west but of a mixed residential development to the east.
c. Whether the visual separation is sufficient to maintain the perception of leaving one
settlement and travelling to another of different character (on footpaths or roads).
i. The openness of the landscape on the 2.4 km route along the Kimpton Road
- St Albans Road route makes it very clear that one has entered into and is
traveling through the open countryside. As such it is clear arriving either at the
residential development on the southern edge of Codicote or the first dwelling
in the Oakhill development that one has reached and is entering into another
settlement.
ii. The landscape of the Mimram Valley directly upon leaving Welwyn heading
north to Codicote is of a more enclosed nature with hedges and trees
foreshortening views but still creates the strong impression that one has left
the urban area as views are devoid of urban influences.
iii. The remaining part of Codicote Road north of Reynards Road has the
15
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character of open countryside to the west which clearly functions as a gap to
Codicote to the north west but of a mixed residential development to the east.
iv. There are no footpaths running north south between Welwyn and Codicote
except for those that are enclosed within the part of the Mimram Valley
described in 3.6 c ii) above; which only travel along a short part of the overall
route between settlements. These footpaths share similar characteristics as
the road journey.
c)
4.14

Existing Settlement Pattern and Identity
This is descriptive of the settlement pattern but provides no commentary as to why this
existing settlement pattern represents a relationship which warrants protection.

4.15

There are serious omissions in the description of the area, these include:
a. The description makes no reference to the linear development along part of Codicote
Road;
b. The description makes no reference to the urbanising features of the Cemetery and
Evangelical Church;
c. The description makes no reference to the large residential development of Oakhill
Drive.

4.16

The shortcomings of the description are indicative that the assessment underplays or in the
case of the Oakhill Drive development, simply ignores their existence, as is demonstrated
below.

d)
4.17

Landscape Sensitivity
The approach of this section is to take the conclusions of the Landscape Assessment in
terms of the sensitivity of the different and mostly later areas as being representative of those
areas that fall within the “Green Gap”. As this section explains, the Welwyn Codicote gap
contains elements of a number of different landscape areas.

4.18

Our criticism of this approach is explained in detail below.

4.19

The sensitivity ratings across Assessment Area 132/132a are illustrated in Appendix 1 on the
plan on page 256. This shows 132a (including sites WEL2, 15 and 6) as being of Moderate
landscape impact.

4.20

In respect of Area 35a which includes WEL1, table 3.1 on page 15 concludes that the area
has a Low-Moderate / Moderate landscape sensitivity.

4.21

The report on page 98 shows all of 35a to be an area of Moderate landscape sensitivity.

4.22

Page 87 states that the settlement edge of Welwyn (35a) and settlement edge of Welwyn
Garden City (35b) have been defined by:
“The settlement edge of Welwyn has been identified on the basis of topography, where rising
slopes and woodland blocks mark the limit of intervisibility between the village and the
adjacent LCA.”

4.23

A more detailed description is given on page 94 which describes 35a as:
“There are some valued features within the area (sloping landform, rural lanes, woodland
cover in the south-west, hedgerows and hedgebanks) and a sense of openness that allows
for uninterrupted views towards the wooded skyline. However, the disturbance to the rural
character (as a result of the busy A1(M) road) and the modern settlement edge at Welwyn
reduce the sensitivity to built development, more so to the east of White Hill where there is
greater containment from urbanising influences. Sensitivity to residential development is
16
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assessed as moderate to the west of White Hill and low-moderate to the east.”
4.24

This definition does not describe WEL1, WEL2 or WEL15 which are to the north of Welwyn
– there are no interrupted views of a wooded skyline and the landform slopes down with the
views being foreshortened by residential development to the north from any of these sites.

4.25

The clear problem of assessing these sites in particular as part of the much larger agricultural
fields to the west and south west, is simply that they do not share the same landscape
characteristics.

4.26

Considering WEL1 in isolation, the fields to the west of Welwyn including the potential sites
adjoining the settlement boundary are large agricultural fields with extensive long distance
views across them into the wider countryside from both Whitehill Road and School Road.

4.27

Figure 6 shows views looking north east from Whitehill Road this illustrates the long distance
views across the countryside with the edge of Welwyn on the skyline.

4.28

Figure 7 shows views looking south east from Whitehill Road; this illustrates the views across
the countryside with the edge of Welwyn which is contained behind a tree belt. Clearly the
sensitivity of this area to development is not Low – Medium as described. We think that this
assessment has been based upon the fact that there is a large area of existing of built form
at Whitehills.
Figure 6.

Whitehill Road looking north east towards Welwyn
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Figure 7.

Views looking south east from Whitehill to Welwyn

4.29

Figure 8 shows views looking north east from School Lane further illustrates the long distance
views across the countryside with the edge of Welwyn on the skyline.

4.30

Figure 9 shows there are also long distance views from the road serving the properties
(parallel to Wilshere road) on the edge of Welwyn across the open countryside.

Figure 8.

Views from School Lane looking east to Welwyn
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Figure 9.

4.31

Views looking west out of Welwyn over part of 35a

In contrast, the site WEL1 to the north does not share the characteristics described in the
assessment as the:
a. Views out of Welwyn across the site are framed not by the wider open countryside
but is enclosed by further development (Figure 10);
b. Views into Welwyn from Fulling Lane are framed clearly by the residential urban edge
of Welwyn Figure 11).

Figure 10. Views looking north out of Welwyn over WEL1 (part of 35a)
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Figure 11. Views south from Kimpton Lane over WEL1 (part of 35a)

4.32

As the above simple comparison of views highlight there are clear and substantive
differences within Area 35a. In particular the large area of built form within the southern part
of Area 35a has led to an assessment of the wider landscape as having a lower sensitivity
to development although clearly there are areas within this which appear to have a much
higher sensitivity.

4.33

Likewise, the area to the west of Welwyn identified as having a Moderate sensitivity is clearly
different in character from the part of Area 35a which lies to the north of Welwyn in terms of
the both the character of the landscape and the impact of urbanising influences.

4.34

The difference between WEL1 and the wider Area 35a can be further demonstrated by a
consideration of the key sensitivities and mitigation potential on the edge of Welwyn as set
out on page 94 of the Report.

4.35

In terms of bringing forward WEL1 the Report (page 94) identifies the following potential
impacts on landscape and visual character, and we have identified where these are relevant
and what mitigation can be undertaken:
i)

Maintain the openness of the sloping landform up to a wooded skyline
which provides a visible rural setting to this edge of Welwyn.

3.11

The WEL1 site on the northern edge of Welwyn does slope up to a wooded skyline – formed
by Kimpton Lane which is the boundary of the site. The northern edge slopes downwards
and is enclosed by residential development effectively to the north and south.

4.36

This sensitivity is not adversely impacted by the residential development on WEL1 and no
mitigation is necessary.
ii)

4.37

Preserve the role of Cooks Wood and Horseshoe Plantation as a
landscape buffer between the southern edge of Welwyn and the A1(M),
and in maintaining the detachment of the Wilshere Park development
from the defined urban area of Welwyn.

The WEL1 site is on the northern edge of Welwyn the area referred to is to the south of
Welwyn and will be unaffected by residential development to the north.
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4.38

This sensitivity is not adversely impacted by the residential development on WEL1 and no
mitigation is necessary.
iii)

Preserve the steep and narrow rural lanes lined with medium high
hedgerows and occasional hedgebanks.

4.39

The proposed development of WEL1 (and WEL2 and WEL15) will incur minimal loss of
hedgerows and will preserve Kimpton Lane principally for access to existing properties and
as a pedestrian route.

4.40

Any minor hedgerow impacts can be more than fully compensated for.
iv)

Retain public rights of way along rural lanes and crossing agricultural
fields.

4.41

There are no public rights of way across WEL1, WEL2 or WEL15 although the development
of the site could allow for access from the northern edge of Welwyn into the open countryside
beyond the development and the development is proposed to enhance access along Fulling
Mill Lane which currently does not have a footpath.

4.42

This sensitivity is not adversely impacted by the residential development on WEL1, WEL2 or
WEL15 and no mitigation is necessary.
v)

Minimise impact on rural character that would result from
encroachment on the buildings of Linces Farm, several of which are
Grade II listed.

4.43

There is at present visibility between the northern edge of Welwyn and Linces Farm. This
relatively poorly screened settlement edge is visible across the open fields which make up
this part of Area 35a (see Figure 12 below). The edge of WEL1 will not extend development
any closer to the listed building complex than the existing development but will provide the
opportunity to achieve a much more sensitive edge to the new development.

4.44

This sensitivity would not be adversely impacted by residential development on WEL1 as
there is already residential development within the same distance of this listed building
complex. Any impact can be easily mitigated by sensitive landscaping and boundary
treatment within the area being considered as a reasonable alternative for allocation.
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Figure 12. Views of Linces Farm and existing northern edge of Welwyn.

4.45

In conclusion, the approach taken in the Green Gap Assessment of importing the results of
the assessment of the larger part of Area 35a from the Landscape Assessment is deeply
flawed. This is because the results of the assessment of this area (largely to the west of
Welwyn) is at variance with the conclusions that are drawn from the proper assessment of
the sensitivity of the smaller areas that fall within this potential gap to the north of Welwyn.
The landscape sensitivity of these smaller sites to the north has been demonstrated to be
completely different to the larger area to the west.

4.46

This conclusion is perhaps not surprising given the statement in section 1 of the Landscape
Assessment that it is a strategic level study and that more detailed Landscape and Visual
Impact Assessment (LVIA) will be required on a site by site basis in relation to the
development of any specific site and to inform master planning. This detailed work could
have been undertaken as part of the Green Gap Assessment in order to provide a meaningful
assessment of potential development opportunities, but this opportunity has not been taken.

4.47

Given the shortcomings of the Landscape Assessment we would have reservations regarding
its weight in determining the acceptability of individual reasonable alternative sites to
accommodate development. It is important to note that the Landscape Assessment identifies
that there are many allocations in the submitted plan that are on land with landscape
sensitivities of Moderate / Low and Moderate.

e)

Analysis of Gap Value and Opportunities: Ecological, Cultural Heritage and Habitat
Networks
It should be noted that this Assessment lists nothing of value in the area immediately north
of the development between Wilga Road and Oakhill Drive which is the location of WEL1.

4.48
f)
4.49

Analysis of Gap Value and Opportunities: Recreation
This highlights no existing recreational value in the area immediately north of the
development between Wigla Road and Oakhill Drive, which is principally the location of
WEL1.
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g)
4.50

Pressure on the Gap and Potential Impact of Promoted Sites on the Gap
The Assessment states that the two proposed allocations (HS18 and HS20) would not close
the gap between settlements.

4.51

In terms of HS18 this is within the narrowest and, in our view at least, the most sensitive part
of any potential gap between Welwyn and Codicote on the Codicote Road as this is where
any potential gap between built form is at its narrowest (Figures 13 and 14 below).

4.52

A similar observation can be made with regard to HS16, HS17 and HS32 although it is
recognised that in the case of HS17 and HS32 these sites are developed with HS32 being a
mobile home and caravan park.

4.53

The more open land of HS17 is of different character, but is enclosed by development and
the A1(M).

4.54

Again, all three allocations are in the narrowest part of any potential gap between Welwyn
and Oaklands.
Figure 13. Acceptable allocation HS16, HS17, HS18 and 32
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Figure 14. Entrance to HS18 looking north to Codicote

Figure 15. Setting of HS18

4.55

In respect of the sites put forward in the Council’s Call for Sites, the Assessment simply
addresses them altogether in a single sentence stating:
“If these sites were to be developed the edges of both Welwyn and Oaklands would move
further north-west towards Codicote, and Danesbury Park could potentially become a park
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within an urban area rather than on the edge of an urban area, depending on the layout of
these sites.”
4.56

While only one sentence of this statement is factually inaccurate, in fact Singlers Marsh Local
Nature Reserve lies between Danesbury Park and the prospective allocations of WEL2 and
WEL15 – and therefore also WEL1. As such the development of these sites would not have
the consequence alleged.

4.57

The development of HS18 however does put more built form directly adjacent to Danesbury
Park and is regarded as being acceptable.

4.58

Given these inconsistencies, this falls well short of being a robust assessment of these sites
as reasonable alternatives as required by the SA in the Local Plan preparation process.

H)
4.59

Summary and Recommendations
Our summary considered matters individually as follows.

4.60

The logic deployed in the Assessment is that there is a clear gap; therefore it must be
vulnerable to erosion by edge of settlement expansion and therefore a gap policy is
necessary to “protect” the settlement pattern.

4.61

This is somewhat of a circular agreement as no benefits have been established in terms of
the area being considered. It is also too vague in that it can (and in this case has) been
deployed liberally, simply as a counter to the principle of settlement expansion which would
otherwise represent the most sustainable (and logical) approach to meeting the Borough’s
needs in full.

4.62

The simple existence of a “gap” and its potential to be reduced by development does not
represent the proportionate evidence base required to establish a new policy. There are
clearly areas on the edge of settlements that may be released for development (or the
investigation of development that would be acceptable even though they will have an impact
of the potential gap). This is demonstrated by the proposed allocations HS16, HS17, HS18
and HS32. This assessment takes these as a given and does not seek to test alternatives or
indeed additional allocations required to meet the overall level of need.

4.63

There is no credible evidence provided either in general or in this area specific assessment
as to why all of the existing space between these settlements needs to remain free from
development.

4.64

In respect of WEL1, WEL2 and WEL15, these parcels clearly fall outside any potential gap.
Any proper analysis of the potential for a gap applying the methodology of the Assessment
itself would consider how one experiences the separation between the settlements. As
demonstrated above there is a clear definable gap between Welwyn and Codicote that starts
north of Oakhill Drive and extends some 1.2km (2.4 km by road) to the southern edge of
Codicote This area between Oakhill and Codicote, combined with the Mimram Valley and
Danesbury Park (including the Local Nature Reserve of Singlers Marsh) coves approximately
80 hectares.

4.65

Any potential gap should be defined as described above, utilising not the over generalised
conclusions of the Landscape Assessment for sites west and north of Welwyn but on a site
by site basis; this analysis also relates directly to what is experienced on the ground when
traveling between the two settlements of Welwyn and Codicote. In this respect our findings
on the potential boundary to any gap are to be preferred as the proposed boundaries
contained in the LUC assessment are not based on credible evidence.
“The case for keeping this land open is strengthened by the role the area plays in the setting
to Welwyn Conservation Area, the presence of local wildlife sites in the Mimram Valley and
at Danesbury Park, and the presence of areas of archaeological significance.”
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4.66

All these attributes are protected by their own designations and do not require the additional
protection of a gap policy. Again, this is not credible evidence to support the introduction of
a gap policy in this location.

4.67

Having considered the general justification, it is appropriate to consider the individual aims
as set out in the Assessment for this proposed gap. To demonstrate that the boundaries of
the gap proposed by the Assessment are not supported by credible evidence they will be
tested to see if they are still achievable if WEL1et al were to be developed.
i)

Avoid the coalescence of Welwyn/ Oaklands and Codicote, taking account of
what is being planned across the Borough boundary in North Hertfordshire,
and ensure each retains its own separate identity;

4.68

WEL1 is not part of any discernible gap between Codicote and the built form of Oakhill Drive
to the south. The development of the sites east of the Cemetery between the residential
areas of Welwyn and Oakhill Drive is a self-contained area which would not contribute to
either actual or perceived coalescence.

4.69

There are allocations being proposed in the submission version of the Plan in what has been
identified as the “gap” by this Assessment (Figure 16). This indicates a clear lack of
understanding between the authorities and highlights the importance of, and lack of a
statement of common ground between, the neighbouring Councils on the issue of green
gaps. It also highlights the failure of the Duty to Cooperate.
Figure 16. Extract from North Hertfordshire Submission Plan

4.70

This lack of cooperation is a fatal flaw in the new gap policy being proposed as the gap that
meets the description in the assessment is that which lies, with the exception of the Mimram
Valley and Danesbury Park, entirely within North Hertfordshire.

4.71

These draft allocations do demonstrate that in contrast to the findings of this assessment the
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neighbouring authority consider that the separation between Codicote and Oakhill Drive
/Welwyn is capable of accommodating further development without harming the “settlement
pattern”.
4.72

It is noted that while sharing a similar settlement pattern the submitted Local Plan for North
Hertfordshire did not consider it necessary to have a specific green gap policies but rely on
other policies to control the expansion of their urban areas.
ii)

Ensure that there is an experience of travelling through rural countryside after
leaving one settlement and before entering the next, whether that be by road,
rail or foot;

4.73

This has been described in detail above and the development of the sites would not impact
on the experience of open countryside and separation of settlements between the edge of
development in Codicote and the built form of Oakhill Drive.

4.74

The development of WEL1 certainly would not impact on the gap between the built form of
Welwyn and the linear development to the north on Codicote Road.
iii)

4.75

This description of the gap relates to the area between Oakhill Drive and the southern edge
of Codicote and the development of the sites would have no impact on this character.
iv)

4.76

Conserve the character of Danesbury Park and its role as a recreational
resource;

The development of the sites would not impact on Danesbury Park as this lies to the other
side of the Codicote Road.
vii)

4.79

Conserve the character of Singlers Marsh / Fulling Mill Meadow and the role it
plays in providing a setting to Welwyn Conservation Area, as well as the
Mimram Valley Marsh – seeking opportunities to extend these river valley
habitats;

The development of the sites would have no impact on the character of Singlers Marsh /
Fulling Mill Meadow and therefore any role they may play in providing a setting to the Welwyn
Conservation Area. This is because development would be confined to the west of Fulling
Mill Lane and in the case of WEL1, adjoins the modern development of Glebe Road and
Wilga Road. These modern developments lie to the north west and separate from the
conservation area.
vi)

4.78

Ensure there is no inter-visibility between one settlement edge and the other
(making sure to consider the winter situation without leaves on trees) –
topography and vegetation can provide a screening function;

There is no inter-visibility between the southern edge of Codicote and Oakhill Drive due to
the topography. The development of the sites will similarly lack any inter-visibility with
Codicote village.
v)

4.77

Retain the area of open and rural character that defines the gap, comprising
undulating farmland, well maintained hedgebanks/ hedgerows and copses
(including orchards), valley marshlands and semi-improved grasslands ensure low density scattered development does not erode the rural character of
the core of the ‘gap’;

Preserve the extensive areas of archaeological significance west of Linces
Farm, adjacent to the Welwyn Conservation Area and around Rolls Wood, as
well as the setting of the listed buildings/ structures (such as a listed cottage,
milepost, and farm buildings);

The development of WEL1, WEL2 and WEL15 would not impact areas of archaeological
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significance west of Linces Farm, as they lie to the east of Linces Farm. WEL15 is adjacent
to the Welwyn Conservation Area but it is an urban conservation area focused specifically
on the historic village core and whose characteristics are primarily built development. Whilst
it is noted from v) above that Singlers Marsh and Fulling Mill Meadow are considered (for the
purposes of this assessment) to be part of the setting of the Conservation Area (there
appears to be no formal conservation area assessment), the land comprising WEL15 is not
included in the description of the setting of the designated area and the extension of Welwyn
within the area of WEL15 would not impact either on the conservation area or on the setting
of any listed buildings.
viii)

4.80

Preserve the priority habitats good quality semi-improved grassland on the
northern edge of Welwyn around Danesbury Park, coastal and floodplain
grazing marsh along the Mimram Valley bottom, and scattered deciduous
woodland and some traditional orchards amongst the scattered development
along Codicote Road) and seek opportunities to extend and link these where
possible; and

The development of WEL1, WEL2 and WEL15 would have no adverse impact on these
matters as:
a. The sites are not to the north of Danesbury Park or on the Codicote Road;
b. The sites are not in the Mimram Valley bottom.

4.81

The development of the sites could however extend or reintroduce woodlands as part of its
landscaping scheme.
ix)

Maintain public access to and across the area, seeking opportunities for
further connections public rights of way connections where possible.

4.82

The development of the sites would not impact on existing public rights of way or access
although the development of WEL1 could assist in securing access to the countryside from
the existing residential areas to the south whilst the overall development could facilitate
access to the Singlers Marsh area.

i)
4.83

Conclusion on proposed gap for Welwyn and Codicote
It is noted that the Assessment does not highlight this as being one of the most vulnerable
potential gaps (paragraph 4.10).

4.84

It is also noted that the description of the qualities of the gap relate to the large area north of
Oakhill Drive and to the south of Codicote and that the area enclosed by the residential
development of Wilga Road and Oakhill Drive do not share the characteristics of this much
wider area of land to the north.

4.85

It is further noted that the continued protection and enhancement of the Mimram Valley
(including the Local Nature Reserves of Singlers Marsh and Danesbury Park) can be
achieved while releasing WEL1, WEL2 and WEL15 for residential development.

4.86

The single line summary of the adverse impact of releasing WEL1 cannot apply as this
assessment is not factually correct as it the development of WEL1 would not extend Welwyn
in a way to enclose Danesbury Park as this lies some distance to the north east of the site
and permanently separated from it.

4.87

It is our conclusion having undertaken a review of evidence and appropriate site visits that:
a. There is no evidential justification for a gap policy in the context of Welwyn and
Codicote;
b. Any such gap would have to take into account the physical characteristics of what is
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actually on the ground in this location as well as the experience of traveling from one
settlement to the other. Taking this into account, the actual area of land that could be
considered as performing a gap function is much smaller and its defined by the open
landscape between Oakhill Drive and the southern edge of Codicote and the Mimram
Valley including Singlers Marsh and Danesbury Park. This is illustrated below.
4.88

This approach to the consideration of the Wel1 in combination with a number of other sites
repeats shortcomings of the LUC Green belt Study Stage 3 which considered the impact of
releasing sites Wel1/Wel2/Wel6/Wel15 in isolation or in combination as being “Moderate –
High”. It is our view that the impact of releasing all sites cannot be judged as being the same
as releasing just Wel1 for example.

4.89

These misgivings in respect of soundness of the plan and its sites selection process is further
strengthened by the fact that the proposed local plan allocation HS20 has been assessed as
being “Moderate High” impact in terms of green belt compared to the “Moderate” impact of
WGr3 (LUC Welwyn Hatfield Green Belt Study Stage 3 Table 7.1: Green Belt Assessment
of Harm Ratings). More concerningly there is no green belt assessment of the release of
HS18 (see above) which is site Wel11 in the LUC Welwyn Hatfield Green Belt Study Stage
3 Table 7.1: Green Belt Assessment of Harm Ratings. Given the impact of this site
(HS18/Wel11) on the Gap as assessed above the justification for the release of this site
rather than those other options that clearly have a lesser impact on both Green Belt and and
gap is left unexplained and unsupported by an appropriate evidence base.
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Figure 17. Potential area performing green gap function between Welwyn and
Codicote
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5.0

COMMENTARY ON FINDINGS RELATING TO LCA 37A LAND AT LONDON ROAD,
KNEBWORTH (HELAA SITE WGR3)

5.1

This section uses a further example of the green gap between Woolmer Green and
Knebworth in North Hertfordshire in order further to demonstrate the serious shortcomings
identified in the general approach described above.

a)
5.2

Representative Photos
The two photos from Wych Elm Lane contained in the Assessment look down to the gap
between Woolmer Green and Knebworth. There are no photos that represent the gap
between Woolmer Green and Knebworth as it is experienced traveling between the two
settlements.

5.3

Over the next few pages there are representative photos of the area between Woolmer Green
and Knebworth together with a commentary.

5.4

It is important to note that the view from the edge of both settlements as presently defined
provide an impression of leaving the settlement and entering into the open countryside.

5.5

In this case however the settlement boundary in Knebworth actually extends down one side
of London Road and not the other, thereby there is a strong urbanising influence along this
part of the road as is illustrated by Figure 20.
Figure 18. Views north on London Road from Woolmer Green to towards Knebworth
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Figure 19. View South along London Road from Knebworth towards Woolmer Green

Figure 20. View south illustrating housing on east of London Road

b)
5.6

Existing Settlement Pattern and Identity
This is descriptive of the settlement pattern but provides no commentary as to why this
existing settlement pattern represents a relationship which warrants protection.

5.7

There are serious omissions in the description of the area, these include:
a. the description makes no reference to the irregular boundary at Knebworth with
development enclosing a small area to the west of London Road;
b. the description makes no reference to the urbanising features of the Monread House
Care Home.

5.8

The shortcomings of the description are indicative that the assessment underplays these
issues.
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c)
5.9

Gap Size, Character and Strength
While the Methodology requires an assessment of the strength of the gap on 3 grounds this
is not undertaken by the assessment. In order to fulfil this omission, we have undertaken the
assessment as follows:
a. The size of the area between settlements and whether the current physical separation
is sufficient at present to prevent coalescence;
i. The southern edge of Knebworth is irregular in terms that there is a small area
of undeveloped land enclosed by residential development on three sides and
the care home on the fourth.
ii. Contrary to the statement in the Assessment there is no inter-visibility between
these two settlements across the narrowest part of the gap as views are
restricted by the trees along the side of London Road and the alignment of the
road itself as demonstrated by the photographs above.
1. Travelling south views of Woolmer Green only become apparent after
one has passed the Care Home.
2. Travelling north there are views of the Care Home, and then once one
reaches the Care Home there are views of the buildings in Knebworth.
The result of this analysis is that it it’s the areas south of the Care
Home and north of Woolmer Green that function as the gap i.e. provide
the sense of leaving one settlement entering the countryside and then
entering another settlement.
b. The character of the gap including its landscape elements, topography, and whether
the two settlements retain separate identities:
i. Although there is only a short distance between the settlements the nature of
London Road and the relationship of the Care Home to Woolmer Green to the
south with views across relatively flat agricultural land provides a clear
distinction allowing development north of the Care Home and south of the
edge of Woolmer Green to retain two very clear identities. The visual
separation is sufficient to maintain the perception of leaving one settlement
and travelling to another of different character (on footpaths or roads).
ii. It is noted that the Assessment comments that further development along
London Road would erode the sense of separation between these
settlements, but we do not consider this is correct as the separation is defined
by the land between the Care Home and Woolmer Green; land to the north of
the Care Home is enclosed by residential development and as such
contributes little to the sense of separation of the two settlements..

d)
5.10

Landscape Sensitivity
Area 37a has been assessed as having a Moderate / High Landscape Sensitivity but again
our review suggests that not all areas of land within this wider area are of the same sensitivity.

5.11

In particular the site identified as WGr3, which is a small site enclosed on three sides by
development which is included in the settlement boundary, and on the fourth by a belt of
mature trees, simply does not form part of the wider area that is being assessed. This small
enclosed piece of land does not share any of the characteristics of the larger area that is
being assessed, as is apparent when the site is compared to the description of the sensitivity
of the area. This is stated in the Landscape Assessment (page 116) as being:
“The sensitivity of the assessment area is increased by the visual prominence and provision
of setting to Woolmer Green resulting from its sloping, open landform with limited hedgerow
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boundaries. The proximity of the area to multiple Local Wildlife Sites, BAP Priority Habitat
deciduous woodlands and some listed buildings also increase sensitivity. The area plays an
important role in providing a setting for Woolmer Green, Oaklands, Knebworth, Datchworth
and Burnham Green. Landscape sensitivity is reduced by the presence of the A1(M) and the
railway line, both of which produce significant sound pollution, and by the urban character of
Woolmer Green, although its valley floor location limits impact on views. Overall this
landscape has a moderate-high sensitivity rating.”
5.12

In contrast to this description, site WGR3 is:
a. Flat;
b. Small scale and enclosed by residential development on three sides, by a mature tree
belt and the grounds of a care home on the fourth with well-defined boundaries in
terms of trees, hedges, roads and the railway line;
c. Not close to Local Wildlife Sites, BAP Priority Habitat deciduous woodlands or listed
buildings;
d. Visually within, rather than proving a setting for, Knebworth.

5.13

Being visually within Knebworth it does not provide a setting for Woolmer Green given the
Care Home and the open land to its south both of which fall between the site and edge of
Woolmer Green.

5.14

The differences between the larger area being assessed as Area 37a and the site WGr3
being proposed for development is illustrated by the aerial photo in Figure 21 below. This
clearly demonstrates how this small site is entirely enclosed by built form and clearly separate
from the larger open fields that are being assessed as Area 37a.
Figure 21. Aerial photograph of WGr3 and the wider area of landscape assessment
37a.

5.15

The difference between WGr3 and the wider Area 37a can be further demonstrated by a
consideration of the key sensitivities and mitigation potential on the edge of Woolmer Green
as set out on page 116 of the Report.
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5.16

In terms of bringing forward WGr3 the Report (page 116) identifies the following potential
impacts on landscape and visual character, and we have identified where these are relevant
and what mitigation can be undertaken:
i)

Avoid development on sloping land which has high intervisibility with existing
settlement or would be visually prominent in the wider landscape.

5.17

This is not sloping land and while it has high visibility from with the existing settlement (of
Knebworth) this is because it is fully enclosed by the built form of the settlement not because
the site is part of the wider countryside. Residential development of this site would not be
visible from the wider countryside as it is visually separated from it by its built development
surroundings, including the railway which runs on embankment of approximately 6m height.

5.18

This sensitivity is not adversely impacted by the residential development on WGr3 and no
mitigation is necessary.
ii)

Ensure development does not degrade the quality of neighbouring LWSs.

5.19

The Local Wildlife Site (Mardley Heath) is well removed from WGr3 being the other side of
the railway and adjacent to Woolmer Green rather than in or adjacent to Knebworth.

5.20

This sensitivity is not adversely impacted by the residential development on WGr3 and no
mitigation is necessary.
iii)

Maintain the rural setting provided to surrounding settlements by the
assessment area.

3.12

This small site does not provide a setting for Woolmer Green as it is enclosed by the built
development of the Care Home to the south; likewise its enclosure by the built form of
Knebworth means that it does not form part of the setting for this settlement either.

3.13

This sensitivity is not adversely impacted by the residential development on WGr3 and no
mitigation is necessary.
iv)

Maintain the rural setting of historic farmsteads on the slopes above Woolmer
Green (Mardleybury and Paynes).

5.21

Part of the settlement of Woolmer Green lies between the site and Mardleybury Farm so
WGr3 does not form part of the setting for this listed building.

5.22

The residential properties on London Road, Knebworth lie between the site and Paynes Farm
so the distance between the site and the farm is some 0.7 km; however this is irrelevant as
there is no inter-visibility between the two. The site does not form part of the setting for this
listed building

5.23

This sensitivity is not adversely impacted by the residential development on WGr3 and no
mitigation is necessary.
v)

Protect existing features of ecological interest including remaining hedgerows
and areas of priority habitat deciduous woodlands.

5.24

The site does not have any existing features of ecological interest although elements of the
existing hedge might be lost to gain access; however this loss will be more than compensated
by the additional planting as part of the development of the site.

5.25

This sensitivity is not adversely impacted by the residential development on WGr3. Although
there may be some loss of hedgerows, this loss can easily be mitigated by landscaping on
site as part of a development.
vi)

5.26

Conclusion on Landscape Assessment

The review of the assessment of the larger part of Area 37a and the conclusions when
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compared against the assessment of the smaller potential development sites such as WGr3
strongly support the statement in section 1 of the Report that it is a strategic level study
undertaken at a scale such that more detailed Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment
(LVIA) will be required on a site by site basis in relation to the development of any specific
site and to inform master planning.
5.27

Given the shortcomings of the Report we would have reservations regarding its weight in
determining the acceptability of individual reasonable alternative sites to accommodate
development. It is very clear that this small site, WGr3, should not have been assessed as
part of a much larger site, this is made clear by the fact that the residential development of
the site would not impact on any of the sensitivities of the areas as identified by this
assessment.

5.28

As WGr3 does not impact on any of these sensitivities associated with the scoring of the
larger part of Area 37a, it cannot be concluded that it will share the same Moderate-High
landscape sensitivity. Site visits clearly identify it does not. As such the scoring of the wider
area should not prevent the consideration of WGr3 as a reasonable alternative in landscape
terms as part of the SA and site selection process.

e)

Analysis of Gap Value and Opportunities: Ecological, Cultural Heritage and Habitat
Networks
The assessment is that there is no value or opportunities on the WGr3 site in respect of
Ecological, Cultural Heritage and Habitat Networks apart from the opportunity to enhance
hedgerows and expand and link woodlands to reduce the inter-visibility between the two
settlements.

5.29

5.30

This enhancement could be delivered on WGr3 but only by way of a landscaping scheme as
part of the development of the site.

f)
5.31

Analysis of Gap Value and Opportunities: Recreation
The assessment is that there are no recreational opportunities that can be delivered on the
WGr3 site.

g)
5.32

Pressure on the Gap and Potential Impact of Promoted Sites on the Gap
The proposal for WGr3 is described as being on the southern edge of Knebworth but this
ignores the fact that it is actually enclosed on three sides by residential development. While
portraying the site in such a way may assist the casual reader to accept the Assessment’s
conclusions uncritically this physical enclosure by development should not be ignored in
circumstances where there is a shortfall of sites to meet the identified housing need.

5.33

There is no inter-visibility between this site and Woolmer Green to the south as this is
prevented by extensive tree cover and the Care Home.

5.34

The following statement in our view is simply misleading:
“Although development of this site would result in encroachment towards the care home
which could result in these two settlements almost joining. (NB the proposed building edge
should not go further south than the existing building edge – refer to guidance below).”

5.35

This is because the development of WGr3 as a matter of fact would not bring development
any closer to Woolmer Green than the existing Care Home. As such these settlements would
be no more conjoined that they are at present.

h)
5.36

Summary and Recommendations
The justification for a gap policy appears to be that the Assessment can identify a gap and
that this might be vulnerable to being closed by relatively modest amounts of development.

5.37

Firstly, there are no proposals that would close the gap.
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5.38

Second the existence of a gap is not in itself justification to protect it in its present state
especially in light of the need to meet housing needs.

5.39

The summary acknowledges that some of the area between these settlements has already
been developed by the Care Home but that enough undeveloped land remains to form a
physical and visual separation between the two settlements; but it then jumps to the
conclusion that all of this should be identified as a ‘gap’ without taking into account the very
different nature of the areas of land that are being recommended to be included in this “gap”.

5.40

It is noted that the 'gap' could include the whole of the area between the northern boundary
of Woolmer Green and the Borough boundary but not that it necessarily should include all of
the land. Below we consider how the development of WGr3 would impact on the stated aims
of the gap as follows to:
i)

5.41

As our analysis above demonstrates WGr3 is already enclosed by development and
development of this site would not impact on the identities of either settlement as a clear
separation is provided by the land to the south of the Care Home. Furthermore, there is no
inter-visibility between the WGr3 site and Woolmer Green to the south.
ii)

5.42

Avoid the coalescence of Woolmer Green and Knebworth and ensure each
retains its own separate identity;

Ensure that there is an experience of travelling through rural countryside after
leaving one settlement and before entering the next, whether that be by road, rail
or foot;

Again, our analysis highlights that passing the WGr3 site one is clearly aware of the
residential development on the east side of the road extending almost the whole length of
the site and the end of the site being defined by the entrance to the Care Home. It is only
once one passes the southern edge of WGr3 that the landscape opens up to the east and
only after ones passes the Care Home does the landscape open up to provide a clear
indication that one is moving from one settlement to another.
iii)

Ensure the care home and its ground retains the character of a building in the
countryside (rather than part of a settlement), and that the gap remains rural in
character;

5.43

There are no proposals to redevelop the Care Home and the woodland associated with it and
there are no submissions that it should be brought within the settlement boundary.

5.44

It should not however be taken that the Care Homes is actually anything other than a major
urbanising element in the landscape and is not a rural use.
iv)

5.45

As has been highlighted, the southern extent of Knebworth is represented by the last house
on the eastern side of London Road. Site WGr3 could effectively be developed to this
alignment without any impact on the alleged “gap” in accordance with this aim.
v)

5.46

Ensure development does not extend any further than the existing northern
extents of Woolmer Green or Southern extents of Knebworth;

Ensure the area within the gap continues to provide a rural setting to both
settlements (to the south of Knebworth and north of Woolmer Green);

Maintaining the open gap to the south of the Care Home and to the north of Woolmer Green
will maintain the rural setting of both as WGr3 does not contribute to the rural setting of either
Knebworth (as it is enclosed by the settlement) or Woolmer Green (as it is divorced physically
and visually from the settlement).
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vi)

5.47

Ensure there is no inter-visibility between one settlement edge and the other
(making sure to consider the winter situation without leaves on trees) –
topography and vegetation can provide a screening function; and

The Development of WGr3 would not create any inter-visibility between the settlements due
to the existing planting, the road alignment and the Care Home development.
vii)

Protect existing features of ecological interest including remaining hedgerows,
semi- improved grassland and deciduous woodlands – improving, extending
and linking these where possible.

5.48

The development of WGr3 would not impact on existing features of ecological interest but its
development could extend deciduous woodland though further planting as part of a
landscaping scheme for the development.

i)
5.49

Conclusion on proposed gap for Woolmer Green and Knebworth
It is noted that the Assessment highlights this as being one of the most vulnerable potential
gaps (paragraph 4.10) on the basis that it is a small gap and comments that the development
of WGr3 would encroach development towards the other side of the Care Home.

5.50

This summary does not however highlight that there is development already to the east and
west of the site and as such the development of WGr3 doesn’t actually bring the edge of
each settlement materially closer.

5.51

We consider that the assessment is also incorrect as it treats the Care Home as if it is open
countryside rather than acknowledging that it is an existing built form that defines the
southern limit of development when traveling south or the start of development when
traveling north along London Road.

5.52

This approach to the consideration of the WGr3 site would appear to be supported by the
conclusion of the LUC Green Belt Study Stage 3. This concluded that the development of
this smaller site (referred to as P3b Release of the northern half of Stage 2 Site WGr3
(retaining the woodland to the south)) would only have a moderate impact on the purposes
of the green belt (see pages 13 and 14 of the LUC report).

5.53

LUC’s reasoning for reaching the conclusion that WGr3 would only result in “moderate”
impact was as follows:
“WGr3 forms part of a fragile gap, but the presence of the woodland block in the southern
half of the site, and the housing across the B197 to the east, creates a degree of separation
from the wider countryside, and a stronger association with the settlement.”

5.54

The fact that this new assessment appears to reach a different conclusion with regard to the
impact of the development of WGr3 is particularly unhelpful, but it does highlight what we
consider to be the considerable shortcomings of the evidence base for the plan.

5.55

These misgivings in respect of soundness of the plan and its sites selection process is further
strengthened by the fact that the proposed local plan allocation HS15 has been assessed as
being “Moderate High” impact in terms of green belt compared to the “Moderate” impact of
WGr3 (LUC Welwyn Hatfield Green Belt Study Stage 3 Table 7.1: Green Belt Assessment
of Harm Ratings).

5.56

It is our conclusion having undertaken a review of evidence and appropriate site visits that
the development of the site WGr3 would only have low to moderate harm to both the green
belt function or any perceived local green Gap. the reasoning for this is as follows:
a. There is no evidential justification for a gap policy in the context of Woolmer Green
and Knebworth;
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b. Any such gap would have to take into account the physical characteristics of what is
actually on the ground in this location as well as the experience of traveling from one
settlement to the other; and taking this into account, the actual area of land that could
be considered as performing a gap function is much smaller and its defined by the
open landscape between the Care Home and the northern edge of Woolmer Green.
This is illustrated below (Figure 22).
Figure 22. Potential area performing Green Gap function between Woolmer Green
and Knebworth (area in which impact of development on settlement
separation should be a consideration - as proposed should be amended)
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